About the Society

The Apeejay Education Society, sponsored by the renowned industrial House of Apeejay Siya, is committed to excellence in education through 26 schools, colleges and professional institutions in the country.

With a heritage of 40 years, the Society offers education of global dimensions from pre-nursery to doctoral level, grooming over 32,000 students every year to become leaders in fields as varied as Management, Engineering, Information Technology, Architecture, Art, Design, Marketing and Mass Communication.

Founded in 1967 by eminent industrialist, educationist and philanthropist, Dr. Stya Paul, the Society is furthering the cause of nation building in the emerging global scenario through its dedication to the twin objectives of quality, affirmation and character building.

Aply worded, the motto of the Society: "Soaring High is my Nature" symbolizes that we make no compromises in reaching the top, instilling in our students an urge to reach the heights of success. We, at Apeejay, are totally dedicated to the philosophy of creativity, excellence and achievement.

Apeejay School Charka Dadri is the only leading English medium school in this part of Haryana that is equipped with every facility under one name and one roof. Each member of the school is committed to transforming the young ones into a potential source of knowledge, energy and strength. A dedicated team of teachers, administrative staff, aware and cooperative parents and a management imbued with great vision form a unified team making endeavours to achieve the above. Our students enjoy modern learning facilities and our classrooms are well equipped with modern teaching gadgets. The teaching techniques used are built upon the extensive knowledge and experience of the academic and professional staff. To make education more enjoyable a student centred learning approach is adopted.

We invite you to discover the world of Apeejay and find your place in it.

Some Facts

- About 32000 students
- Over 2200 Computers
- Over 1500 Teachers
- 25 Campuses

The Principal, Mr. Sunil Chopra interacting with students.
President’s Message

Education not only connotes state-of-the-art infrastructure, vast number of students, sophisticated laboratories and equipment, well-stocked libraries, etc. Its distinguishing feature is the emphasis on preparing students to face life itself, through efforts to develop their personality and character, and hone their mental skills to cope with the problems and challenges of the complex world of today.

At Apeejay, our guiding philosophy is to provide education that is a confluence of "knowledge" and "character", through "child-centred quality education of global dimensions, leading to man-making and nation-building".

At Apeejay School, Charkhi Dachki too, we strive to provide our pupils with an ideal environment conducive to the holistic development of the child. Besides academic and co-curricular activities, special stress is laid upon the inculcation of human values and discipline among the students. The School has indeed come up remarkable well due to the dedicated efforts of the Principal and staff, to be recognised as one of the best schools in the region. I am quite confident that it will maintain the glorious Apeejay tradition of being a School with a difference and a pace-setting institution in its own right.

The new academic session is going to start soon and I welcome all the new students, who secure admission to this institution. I am also sure that all the parents would extend their fullest support and co-operation to us in our effort to help their wards grow up as responsible and responsive citizens of this great country. I greet the new entrants and wish them a fruitful and bright future.

Dr. Sirj Paul
President
Apeejay Education Society
Vice President’s Message

For close to four decades, the Apeejay Education Society has been imparting quality education through its network of Apeejay Institutions spread all over the country. At every Apeejay Institution, the emphasis is on the development of the integrated personality of the student and providing intensive training for a responsive and responsible citizenship and a finely ingrained attitude of ‘service before self’. ‘Soaring High is My Nature’ is the motto of Apeejay Institutions and we strive ceaselessly to live up to it in our quest for excellence, not only in all dimensions of education, but in life itself.

It gives me immense pleasure to see that Apeejay School, Charkhi Dadri has come at par with the high standards of quality education for which all Apeejay Institutions are known, and that the school is equipping students for the challenges of times to come through the dissemination of life-oriented skills. The School has come up well with a wide range of facilities including sports, music, I.T. education, etc., and it is quite encouraging that there has been a steady growth in various activities ushered in the School. It is important that emphasis be given to inculcate human and moral values, so that our students grow up in an atmosphere of social responsibility. I am convinced that the School is fully aware of its responsibilities of preparing the students for a responsive citizenship.

With the School at the threshold of a new academic session, I welcome all the newly admitted students to the Apeejay family. I take this opportunity to express my appreciation of the good work done by the entire staff working under the dynamic leadership of the Principal Mr. Sunil Chopra, and the cooperation given by all our parents in the school programme. My good wishes to you all, to continue working together for the betterment of the School.

Sushma Berlia
Vice-President
An Insight
Apeejay School Charkhi Dadri

Introduction

Apeejay School, Charkhi Dadri is a prime institution in this sub-urban area providing state-of-the-art learning facilities with a commitment towards excellence in the field of education. To nurture the talents of our students and help them develop a harmonious personality, a number of well-organised and planned educational programmes and projects are implemented effectively in this co-educational English medium progressive school. We strive hard to ensure that our students become disciplined, self-reliant and proud citizens of the nation.

Premises:
Our campus is situated on the college road, spread over an area of several acres comprising a well-equipped building, labs, lush green lawns and all modern amenities.

History

The renowned Apeejay School at Charkhi Dadri was started in the hostel building of Apeejay Saraswati P.G. College for Girls in the year 1992. It was known as 'Blooming Buds' in its infancy. Being the first English medium school at Charkhi Dadri, the aim of the school was to be a torch-bearer in the region for 'quality modern education based on the goodstock of Indian culture and values'. The school was renamed as 'Apeejay School Charkhi Dadri' in 1994 and inaugurated by Dr. Stya Paul, President, Apeejay Education Society, on March 09, 1997. On April 04, 1999, the school was affiliated to CBSE and was upgraded gradually from VI to XII.

Aims & Objectives

Aims at quality education and pursuit of excellence in all fields and in life itself to inspire the students to be morally upright and possess qualities of integrity, truthfulness, honesty etc.

Propagates patriotic, social and ethical values for a responsive citizenship and to revive the past glory of Indian culture.

Ensures physical, mental and moral growth of the students and create in them a zest for learning.

Enlarges the mental horizons and broadens the outlook of the students through training in co-operation, consideration, team spirit and service.

Judiciously kindles students' aesthetic sensibility and inculcates habits of personal as well as social hygiene for a happy and healthy life.

Assists students to enjoy their leisure through healthy recreational activities and hobbies as well as correct reading habits for a lifetime of pleasure and joy.

Youthful energies to be properly rationalized towards creativity and self-actualisation to enable students to be the leaders of tomorrow.
Nurturing the young Ones

Primary Education

Healthy environment, learning through creative activities, overall development, proper guidance and care, and inculcation of moral values are the essesials of Primary education. The school is fully equipped to fulfill and cater to the needs of aspiring children. It makes the taught feel secure, protected and cared for.

The worksheet-based colourful exercises, celebration of different festivals, assembly, play area, indoor programmes for self-expression and educational outings maintain the tone and tempo of learning and playing.

Inculcation of moral values, conduct, developing aesthetic sense and balanced physical and mental growth are the aims of the school's holistic curriculum.

Academia

The School has academic programmes from Pre-Nursery to 10+2 following the syllabus of C.B.S.E. with Science stream offered at 10+2 level. The school aims to provide knowledge through application of latest techniques and to make teaching-learning a stress-free process. A conscientious and concerted effort is made to develop in totality the intellectual being. The classroom teaching is effective and child-centred, under the guidance of personally involved teachers.

A member of British Delegation interacting with the kids.
Child-centred

Quality Education

of global dimensions.

Value Education

At Apeejay school, the learners are not just imparted academic knowledge. The emphasis is also on inculcation of values through lectures by eminent personalities and also while interacting with the teachers. The school follows a highly focussed academic programme where learning is facilitated by the use of Digital Aided Learning, Audio-Visual aids, practical activities and field visits.

Counselling and Guidance

Our teachers provide the students with latest information regarding the various competitions held in different regions at various times. Visiting facilitators are also invited by the school authorities to provide up-to-date information about various career/study opportunities and their admission modalities.
Our Assets

Physics Laboratory
The school has a well-equipped Physics laboratory. In the laboratory, efforts are made to provide individual learning and experimentation time to the students to develop a high order of practical skills, analytical abilities and the opportunity to learn by doing.

Chemistry Laboratory
We have a well-planned, fully-equipped and spacious laboratory. Acid-proof workstations fitted with L.P.G., Boroil glassware, electronic balances are some added advantages. All necessary facilities are available for ensuring effective safety in the laboratory.

Biology Laboratory
A well-equipped and spacious Bioscience laboratory has been established, having all ultra-modern facilities. Wide range of plants and animal specimens are available. Superior quality microscopes, chemical balance and water bath are available for effective experimentation. Facilities for performing dissections are present as per modern standards. High quality preservatives like formalin are available for students to prepare their own specimens. Tools for First Aid are provided as a precautionary measure.
Computer Laboratory

Today is the age of Information Technology, and everywhere around us, computers are being used for the processing of information. To make our students aware of this technology, we have a well-equipped laboratory with latest multimedia computers, having facilities to work on modern software with access to the cyber world through the Internet facilities. Additionally, through Digital Aided Learning softwares, this laboratory provides a platform to understand specific subject topics more concisely. The laboratory is fully equipped with Central Networking.

Mathematics Laboratory

This newly-introduced facility makes learning of Maths enjoyable and effective. The laboratory has several educational toys and instruments like Abacus, Sextant, models, charts, graph charts, 3D figures (like Cones, Pyramids, Cylinders) and 2D figures (like Circle, Square, Rectangles). Several paper-folding activities make the teaching-learning of Maths enjoyable.

Science Park

A rare concept in India, Science Park at Apeejay School is a vast collection of open-air scientific gadgets meant for play-way learning. The park includes quality gadgets that develop scientific attitude in students by infusing fundamental concepts of Science with amusement. Science Park includes instruments like Double ended cone, Archimedes’ Screw, Cycloidal path, Sympathetic swings, Gravity ball, Echo tube, Revolving periscope, Musical tubes, Lissajou’s figures, Sun Dial, DNA model and Parabolic reflectors.

Library

A computerised and well-stocked library is the foundation of modern educational structure. The library contains different national & international publications including competitive, scientific and artistic titles. Innumerable weekly, fortnightly, monthly magazines and newspapers are present in the library, including a wide range of audio/video cassette and DVDs of educational interest.
To develop **Imaginative**, creative and team work **Skills**

**Co-Curricular Activities**

At Apeejay, students are encouraged to participate actively in co-curricular activities so that their latent talents can be developed to their full potential. They are helped to appreciate the rich cultural heritage of India through training in Fine Arts like Dance and Music. In the Fine Arts room, the budding artists enjoy and learn while working with paper, clay, colours and pencils. They practise craftwork, clay modeling, spray-painting, glass painting and face painting exceedingly well.

Music and Dance are an integral part of our curriculum. The School has an impressive array of instruments like synthesizer, tabla, harmonium, guitar, flute, xylophone, drums etc. Our young students play exceptionally well during celebrated festivals through their seemingly fragile and soft fingers. They are taught steps of classical and western dances. As the students enter the room, music seems to flow into their veins.
Games & Sports

In order to supplement the academic efforts by CBSE for the promotion of physical education and sports, Apeejay School, Charkhi Dadr (Haryana) has introduced physical education and sports as an academic subject, with appropriate facilities and evaluation procedures in classes XI and XII.

The school provides the facilities and conducts sports competitions in the following games and sports disciplines (for juniors and seniors):

For the Sporting Spirit

- Athletics
- Carrom
- Rugby
- Badminton
- Football
- Softball
- Basketball
- Hand Ball
- Throw Ball
- Baseball
- Hockey
- Volleyball
- Cricket
- Kabaddi
- Table Tennis
- Cycling
- Kho-Kho
- Chess
- Netball
Awards for the Deserving

Awards & Scholarship

Dr. Stru Paul Award for Human Values
This award has been established in order to recognize high levels of integrity and human values in students. It is conferred on selected students in three sections - Middle, Secondary and Senior Secondary, for which the award value is Rs. 3000, Rs. 4000 and Rs. 5000 respectively.

Merit-cum-means scholarship: This scholarship is awarded to bright but financially-weak students, to provide them an equal opportunity to get educated in this institution. The scholarship amount is Rs. 300/- per month for one year.

Merit Scholarship: Merit scholarship is awarded to the toppers of class VI to IX and XI every year. The scholarship amount is Rs. 300/- per month for a year.

Hobby Clubs

In addition to the activities, our Friday morning programme provides additional experiences. Hobby Clubs vary from year to year, and are based upon students' interest. Our school offers the various hobby clubs as under:

- Ceramic Painting
- Stuffed toys
- Dramatics
- Chess
- Clay Modeling
- Instrumental Music
- Fabric Painting
- Mehndi
- Stitching
- Home Science
- Eco Club
- Fine Arts
- Communication Skills
- Book Reading
- Games and Sports
- Yoga
- Craft
Visit of Dignitaries

Apeejay School, Charkhi Dadri has played host to a large number of dignitaries, from both India and abroad. Recently, a delegation of British Parliamentarians led by Lord Swraj Paul visited the school. The delegation included well-known figures of the 'House of Commons' like Mr. Andrew Tuggey (Secretary General, Commonwealth Parliamentary Association) Roberta Blackman Woods, James Duddridge, Helen Jones, Lynne Jones and Peter Luff.

Educational Tours

Educational tours and trekking trips are held at least once a year. During summer vacations and winter vacations, educational tours and trips are conducted.

School Magazine: The school publishes an issue of the school magazine every year.
Admission Procedure

Registrations for admission to various classes are started in the month of January/February. Admission tests are conducted for various classes in the month of March every year. The detailed information and prospectus can be obtained from the school office.

Location and Campus

Charkhi Dadri is located on the Delhi-Pilani Road at a distance of about 100 kms from Delhi. It is well connected with all the major towns through railway and roadways network.

Meeting Timings

Principal
Parents and visitors can meet the Principal between 09:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. on all working days or by prior appointment.
Other Apeejay Schools in India:

Apeejay School, Mahavir Marg, Jalandhar
Apeejay School, Rama Mandi, Jalandhar
Apeejay School, Tanda Road, Jalandhar
Apeejay School, Faridabad, Haryana
Apeejay School, Kheri Kalan, Faridabad, Haryana
Apeejay School, Sheikh Sarai, New Delhi
Apeejay School, Noida, U.P.
Apeejay School, Saket, New Delhi
Apeejay School, Pitampura, New Delhi
Apeejay School, Nerul, Navi Mumbai
Apeejay School, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai
Apeejay International School, Greater Noida

Apeejay School
(Affiliated to C.B.S.E.)
College Road
Charkhi Dadri
Phone: 01250 222172
Fax: 01250 221172
E-mail: skool.mc.chkd@apeejay.edu
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BHIWANI
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